Techniques known as Nonlinear Set Membership prediction, Lipschitz Interpolation or Kinky Inference are approaches to machine learning that utilise presupposed Lipschitz properties to compute inferences over unobserved function values. Provided a bound on the true best Lipschitz constant of the target function is known a priori they offer convergence guarantees as well as bounds around the predictions. Considering a more general setting that builds on Hölder continuity relative to pseudo-metrics, we propose an online method for estimating the Hölder constant online from function value observations that possibly are corrupted by bounded observational errors. Utilising this to compute adaptive parameters within a kinky inference rule gives rise to a nonparametric machine learning method, for which we establish strong universal approximation guarantees. That is, we show that our prediction rule can learn any continuous function in the limit of increasingly dense data to within a worst-case error bound that depends on the level of observational uncertainty. We apply our method in the context of nonparametric model-reference adaptive control (MRAC). Across a range of simulated aircraft roll-dynamics and performance metrics our approach outperforms recently proposed alternatives that were based on Gaussian processes and RBF-neural networks. For discrete-time systems, we provide stability guarantees for our learning-based controllers both for the batch and the online learning setting.
Introduction
Typically, a controller is designed on the basis of a dynamical model of the system. When little is known about these dynamics a priori or, if the dynamics may be subject to unexpected change, machine learning methods can be employed to learn such a model online on the basis of measurements.
Supervised machine learning methods are algorithms for inductive inference. On the basis of a sample, they construct (learn) a computable model of a data generating process that facilitates inference over the underlying ground truth function and aims to predict its function values at unobserved inputs. Among supervised learning methods, nonparametric algorithms tend to offer greater flexibility to learn rich function classes (e.g. rich classes of nonlinear dynamics).
Perhaps the most popular nonparametric machine learning method is Bayesian inference with Gaussian processes (GPs) [34] . GPs offer a flexible and principled probabilistic method for nonparametric regression and have evolved into one of the primary work-horses for learning dynamic systems [17, 18, 15, 32, 16, 27] in the research communities related to artificial intelligence. However, they suffer from several limitations, including scalability to large data sets, a lack of understanding of how to bound the closed-loop dynamics resulting from controlling on the basis of a GP state-space model and the question of how to choose a good prior in a principled yet computable manner. To alleviate the last problem, it is common practice to tune hyper-parameters of a chosen (typically universal) kernel to explain the data via the marginal log-likelihood. While often successful on many data sets, the result can be highly sensitive to the choice of optimiser, initialisations, data sets and computational budget. Unfortunately, little theoretical understanding of the important interplay between these components in the resulting inference mechanism seems to exist.
In contrast to such Bayesian methods this work considers an extension of ideas existing in applied mathematics (e.g. [37, 44, 12, 13, 2, 3] ) as well as in control [29, 8] that harnesses Lipschitz regularity of the target function to provide bounds on the predictions of the target function at unobserved inputs. Applied to machine learning, the basic idea is that Lipschitz continuity constrains the set of possible function values of a target function at a query input as a function of the distance between the query and the previously observed training examples. A prediction is then made by choosing a function value in the middle of the set of possible function values. This idea, which at least goes back to [39] , has been leveraged in different fields under different headlines including Lipschitz Interpolation [44, 3] and Nonlinear Set Membership (NSM) methods [29] . If the Lipschitz constant is known, Lipschitz interpolation provides uncertainties around the predictions of function values at unobserved inputs. The uncertainties are maximally tight if no other knowledge is known other than the presupposed Lipschitz regularity [39, 7] . The presupposed Lipschitz constant is a crucial parameter of the inference rule, quite similar to the choice of a prior (e.g. via kernel and hyperparameters) in Bayesian inference.
We would argue that one of the advantages of these methods is their computational simplicity. That is, they are numerically robust and only involve basic computational steps that could be more efficiently computed even on a simple embedded RISC micro-controller. A practical concern is that the predictions and bounds of these methods hinge on the a priori knowledge of the presupposed Lipschitz parameter of the underlying target function. Some previous works remark that, in the absence of such knowledge the constants might in practice be estimated from the data (e.g. via estimators discussed in [38, 43, 4, 29, 3] ). In fact, [29] suggest fitting a parametric regressor to the data first and utilise the Lipschitz constant of the fitted model for the NSM approach. Unfortunately, there is no theoretical analysis given anywhere what the impact of that estimate is to the predictive performance of the regression method. (And, consequently control methods that rely on the resulting predictions would be unable to assert closed-loop stability or robustness guarantees).
Our work addresses this deficiency by proposing an approach that allows us to provide learning and stability guarantees even in the absence of a priori knowledge of this constant.
As a first step, we rehearse Kinky Inference (KI) [7] which generalises the Lipschitz interpolation and NSM frameworks in several ways. We then combine the KI machine learning approach with a simple online parameter estimator that allows us to incrementally compute an estimate of the Hölder constant on the basis of incrementally arriving (noisy) data. This merger yields a new inference rule we refer to as Lazily Adapted Constant Kinky Inference (LACKI). We prove that this rule is sampleconsistent (up to the level observational error in the data) and that the LACKI predictors themselves are Hölder continuous. This allows us to establish strong universal approximation properties: That is, in the limit of infinite data, the LACKI rule is capable of approximating not only any Hölder continuous target function but also any non-Hölder continuous function with arbitrarily low error (up to a bound dependent on the level of observational error in the training data). Since our LACKI rule can be seen as an extension of Lipschitz interpolation with empirical Lipschitz constant estimation as considered in [3] , our results also provide new theoretical guarantees for this previously proposed interpolation rule where the Lipschitz parameters are estimated online from the noisy training data with our proposed modified constant estimation method.
In addition to these learning-theoretic considerations, we apply our LACKI approach to onlinelearning based model-reference adaptive control.
As a testbed, we replicate simulations of the roll dynamics of an F-4 fighter aircraft under uncertain wing rock previously considered by other authors in model-reference adaptive control [10, 31, 11] and compare our controller against their methods. Here our LACKI-based controller outperforms its competitors across a range of metrics including computational speed, prediction accuracy and tracking success.
For discrete-time feedback-linearisable systems with uncertain nonlinear drift, we provide theoret-ical guarantees on the tracking success of our LACKI-model-reference adaptive controller both in the batch and in the online learning setting. In contrast to much of the standard literature of probabilistic nonparametric regression (e.g. [23, 40] ), our analysis focusses on the derivation of deterministic worst-case error bounds. While possibly being more conservative, we would argue that this type of analysis has the benefit of being more meaningful in a control setting where the learner receives training examples and queries that will typically violate statistical assumptions typically presupposed in the statistical literature.
The remainder of the paper is structured as follows: Sec. 2 contains the core of the LACKI regression methods. Following a rehearsal of the kinky inference (KI) framework for nonparametric learning, Sec. 2.2 describes the our LACKI approach for setting the KI parameters. Sec. 2.3 is dedicated the derivation of several properties of the resulting LACKI approach, including our consistency guarantees.
Sec. 3 contains the control part of the paper. We first introduce the framework of model-reference adaptive control in which we propose a controller based on our LACKI learning method. For illustration purposes, we closely follow the setting of wing-rock control considered in [10, 9] and compare our LACKI-based controller to other MRAC controllers consdered and proposed by previous work. The section concludes by giving stability guarantees for LACKI-MRAC in discrete-time systems.
The paper concludes with Sec. 4, summarising our findings and containing various suggestions for future work. The appendix contains a variety of background material on Hölder continuity and various supplementary derivations referred to at various points of the main body of the paper.
2 Kinky Inference with lazily adapted constants
Kinky Inference
In this section, we will introduce the class of learning rules we refer to as Kinky Inference. They encompass a host of other methods such as Lipschitz Interpolation and Nonlinear Set Interpolation.
The rules possess a parameter L(n) that needs to be specified by any KI algorithm. In this paper, we are most concerned with studying LACKI, a KI rule algorithm where L(n) coincides with a noiserobust and multi-variate generalisation of Strongin's estimate [38] of a Hölder constant computed from the data set D n available at time step n.
Setting. Let X , Y be two spaces endowed with (pseudo-) metrics d :
, respectively. Spaces X , Y will be referred to as input space and output space, respectively. It will be convenient to restrict our attention to input and output spaces that are additive abelian groups and which are translation-invariant with respect to their (pseudo-) metrics. That is, for the input space X , we assume d(
For simplicity, throughout the remainder of this work, we will assume the output space is the canonical Hilbert space Y = R m (m ∈ N) endowed with the d Y (y, y ) = y − y ∞ , ∀y, y ∈ Y. Let f : X → Y be a target or ground-truth function we desire to learn. For our purposes, learning means regression. That is, we utilise the data to construct a computable function that allows us predict values of the target function at any given input.
Assume that, at time step n, we have access to a sample or data set
Here, the observablef : X → Y is a "noise-corrupted" version of the true target function f : X → Y we would like to make inferences about on the basis of the available sample. In this work, we will typically assume that the observablef coincides with the target f up to a level of interval-bounded observational noise: ∀x ∈ X : d Y (f (x), f (x)) ≤ e(x) where e : X → R ≥0 is the error bound function whose values we assume to be bounded by some (known or unknown) boundē ∈ R ≥0 . We can model the situation by the presence of a bounded additive observational error (or "noise") function ν : X → Y withf = f + ν. The interpretation of these errors depends on the given application and this "noise" may be deterministic or stochastic. For instance, in the context of system identification, the sample might be based on noisy measurements of velocities and it may be due to sensor noise or, the noise might model systematic error such as numerical approximation errors.
Furthermore, e may also accommodate input uncertainty (that is when predicting f (x), x is uncertain) (for details refer to [7] ). In the course of our theoretical considerations below the error will also serve to absorb the discrepancy between a Hölder and a non-Hölder function.
Learning. It is our aim to learn target function f in the sense that, combining prior knowledge about f with the observed data D n , we infer predictionsf n (x) of f (x) at unobserved query inputs x / ∈ G n . Here, G n = {s i |i = 1 . . . , N n } ⊂ X refers to the (not necessarily regular) grid of sample inputs. The entire functionf n that is learned to facilitate predictions is referred to as the predictor. Since the computation of the predictor is based on the available data and utilised to make inferences over unobserved inputs, we can view the learning process as an instance of (inductive) inference. Therefore, the formula to compute the predictorf n will also be referred to as an inference rule. In our context, we will understand a machine learning algorithm to implement a such an inference rule. That is, it is a computable function that maps a data set D n to a predictorf n (and possibly an uncertainty estimate functionv n ). A typical desideratum of a good predictor is that it is efficiently computable. Its learning performance is measured in terms of the degree and rapidity it converges to the target (up to the observational error given by e) in the limit of increasingly dense data. Of course there are many different metrics with respect to which one can assess convergence. Perhaps, the most convenient one is mean-square convergence. However, inspired by our control applications, we desire to investigate worst-case convergence rates which hold independently from distributional assumptions and will yield performance guarantees even in zero-measure events.
The Kinky Inference Learning rules. In this work we will expand on the basis of the following class of predictors to perform learning as inference over unobserved function values: Definition 2.1 (Kinky Inference (KI) rule ). Let R ∞ := R ∪ {−∞, ∞} and X be some space endowed with a pseudo-metric d. Let B,B : X → Y ⊆ R m ∞ denote lower-and upper bound functions, that can be specified in advance and assume B(x) ≤B(x), ∀x ∈ I ⊂ X component-wise. Furthermore, let e denote a parameter that specifies a deterministic belief about the true observational error bound e. Given sample set D n , we define the predictive functionsf n : X → Y,v n : X → R m ≥0 to perform inference over function values. For j = 1, . . . , m, their jth output components are given by:
Here, u n ·; Ξ(n) , l n ·; Ξ(n) : X → R m are called ceiling and floor functions, respectively. Their jth component functions are given by
respectively. Here,d(·, ·; Ξ(n)) is a mapping parameterised by Ξ(n). While there are many conceivable parameterisations, we restrict our attention to the case where, for some pseudo-metric d on the input space X , we have Ξ(n) = (L(n), α, e) with
As will be seen below, parameter L(n) has the interpretation of a Hölder constant of the predictor relative to pseudo-metric d while α ∈ (0, 1] can be interpreted as a Hölder exponent (cf. Thm. 2.6).
That is, we will show thatf n (·; Ξ(n)) belongs to the class
of L(n)−α-Hölder continuous functions. Note, we could alternatively re-express this Hölder class as a generalised class of Lipschitz functions Lip(L(n)) = {φ : ∀x,
α is a pseudo-metric provided d is (refer to Lem. A.11). However, as it is often customary to define Lipschitz and Hölder continuity in a more restricted sense relative to standard norm-induced metrics (in which case the Hölder class is strictly more general than the Lipschitz class) we chose to refer to Hölder continuity rather than Lipschitz continuity to highlight that such Hölder functions can be learned as well.
As insinuated by our notation, we consider parameter L(n) to be adaptive, i.e. data-dependent while the other parameters are assumed to be set in advance. Function e can be utilised to accommodate observational noise. That is, if the noise level in the data is assumed to be contained in [−ē,ē] then one would choose e(x) =ē, ∀x. In addition, functions B,B : X → R m ∞ are parameters that have to be specified in advance and can impose a priori knowledge of bounds on the target function. For example, if we know the target function to exclusively map to nonnegative values, then one can set B(x) = 0, ∀x. To disable restrictions of boundedness, it is allowed to specify the upper and lower bound functions to constants ∞ or −∞, respectively.
Functionf n is the predictor that is to be utilised for predicting/inferring function values at unseen inputs. Functionv n (x; Ξ(n)) is meant to quantify the uncertainty of predictionf n (x; Ξ(n)). For ease of notation, we shall often omit explicit mention of the parameter, e.g. we may writef n (x) instead of f n (x; Ξ(n)).
To provide an intuition of the inference rule, consider the following special case where we have access to a noise-free sample D n and suppose the target f is a real-valued L * − α Hölder continuous function. Observing the noise-free sample point (s i , f i ) constrains the set of function values f (x) to the set
Considering a set of sample points D n , target value f (x) is constrained to lie in the intersection S(x) = ∩ Nn i=1 S i (x). It is easy to see that the floor and ceiling functions are tight lower and upper bounds of S(x) with S(x) := {φ ∈ Y|l n (x; L * ) ≤ φ ≤ u n (x; L * )}. In other words, setting parameter L(n) to the best Hölder constant L * and bounds B = −∞,B = +∞ yields a predictorf n (x) that for every query x chooses the mid-point of the set S(x) of those function values that can possibly be assumed by a Hölder continuous function that interpolates the observed sample. Prediction errorv n (x) simply is the radius of the set.
For the case of α = 1, this approach is known as Lipschitz interpolation [3, 44] . Since a set is utilised for interpolation, the approach is also known as Nonlinear Set Interpolation [29, 8] in control. Specification ofB, B allows us to incorporate additional knowledge and constrain our set S(x) further. For instance, when estimating densities we might incorporate the knowledge of dealing with nonnegative functions. In this case, it makes sense to set B to a constant value of zero yielding
When choosing L(n) to coincide with the best Hölder constant, one can give strong guarantees of convergence to the target as on the tightness of the prediction bounds [39, 7] showing that bounds are as tight as possible without imposing additional assumptions and that the predictor minimises the worst-case risk.
Unfortunately, this requires us to know at least an upper bound of L * and therefore, several authors have proposed different approaches of how to estimate the constant from the data (e.g. [38, 43] ). However, it appears to be largely unknown how to do so in the presence of bounded observational noise e > 0 in a principled manner. Furthermore, when we replace L(n) by the empirical estimates, nothing seems to be known about the convergence properties of the resulting kinky inference rule that is based on such estimates.
In the remainder of the paper, we shall address this gap. Firstly, we propose an estimator to be utilised in place of L(n) that can be set to be robust to noise (i.e. does not grow unbounded). Referring to the resulting KI rule as LACKI, we then prove universal approximation properties of the LACKI rule before considering its performance in a control application.
Lazily Adapted Constant Kinky Inference (LACKI)
Above we explained the benefits of choosing parameter L(n) to coincide with a Hölder constant of the target. However, if such a constant is unavailable a priori, we desire to compute L(n) as a datadependent estimate of the Hölder constant. Our proposal for such an estimator will be introduced next.
For notational convenience, for two sets S, S ⊂ X of inputs we define
be the set of all pairs grid inputs deemed disparate under the pseudo-metric d.
The best Hölder constant of a function f is the smallest nonnegative number 
Given the noisy data D n = {(s i ,f i )|i = 1, . . . , N n } a natural estimate of the best Hölder constant might be to computeˆ * n := max (s,s )∈Un
[38]. In the absence of noise (may it be stochastic or deterministic), that is, iff i = f (s i ), ∀i,ˆ * n never overestimates the true best Hölder constant. That is,ˆ * n ≤ L * . However, in the presence of noise ν : X → Y (such thatf = f + ν) this boundedness assumption of the estimates no longer holds true. In particular if the noise is not Hölder continuous, we expectˆ * n to grow unbounded with increasingly dense data. For practical reasons and for the sake of our theoretical arguments presented below, we desire the parameters L(n) to remain bounded. Thus, without further modificationsˆ * n is not a suitable candidate for L(n). To ensure bounded estimates even in the presence of noise, we propose the following estimator :
Here L is a parameter that can be used to specify a priori knowledge of a lower bound on the best Lipschitz constant. In the absence of particular domain-specific knowledge, one can of course always set L = 0. Remark 2.2. By setting parameter λ at least as large as twice the maximum level of observational noise, i.e. λ = 2ē + q for some q ≥ 0, it is easy to see that the (D n ; λ, 0) are bounded from above bȳ
≤ L * ( and, L * < ∞ if the target is Hölder continuous).
Next, consider an online learning situation where the available data increases over time. That is, D n ⊆ D n+1 for all time steps n ∈ N. For time step n ∈ N, let S n+1 := G n+1 \G n be the set of new sample inputs. We can define an incremental update rule recursively as follows: In both cases we chose the parametersB ≡ ∞, B ≡ −∞, L = 0 and α = 1. The left plot shows the LACKI predictorf n (grey line) for parameter choice λ = 0, falsely assuming absence of observational noise. As a result, the prediction overfitted to the noise. The right plot depicts the predictionf n (grey curve) for correct parameter choice λ = 2ē = 1, causing the noise to be smoothed out and resulting in more accurate prediction of the underlying ground truth f .
for n ∈ N and where 0 := L. The effort of computing n+1 is in the order of
2 ) where M denotes the effort for evaluating the pseudo-metrics. By construction, we have
Remark 2.3. Remember that n n∈N is bounded. Since it is also growing monotonically we can appeal to the monotone convergence theorem to show that the sequence is convergent to some number L ≤ max{L * , L}.
So far, we have defined a rule of how to update noise-robust and convergent estimates n of the Hölder constant. Using these data-dependent estimates in place of L(n) in our kinky inference framework as per Def. 2.1 yields an inference rule that shall henceforth be referred to as Lazily Adapted Constant Kinky Inference (LACKI). Definition 2.4 (LACKI rule). For each output component j ∈ {1, . . . , dim Y} definef n (·) j as per Def. 2.1 but assume we choose the parameters L(n) := (D n ; λ, L) (according to Eq. 1). We refer to the resulting predictorf n · as a Lazily Adapted Constant Kinky Inference (LACKI) rule. Here, the free parameters are α ∈ (0, 1], λ ∈ R ≥0 and L ∈ R ≥0 .
To develop a first feel for our inference rule, refer to Fig. 1 . Here, we depicted the predictors for an underlying ground-truth function on the basis of a sample but with different parameter choices λ. When setting this parameter to two times the observational noise level, the predictor accurately smoothes out the noise. In contrast, when the parameter is set to zero, the resulting predictor will perfectly interpolate through the noisy observations, thereby limiting the approximation quality to the level of observational noise.
Furthermore, we notice that the predictors are Hölder continuous but non-differentiable. Informally speaking, the inference exhibits "kinks", motivating the term "kinky inference".
Finally note, the estimator n determining parameter L(n) is "lazy" in the sense that it only increases the estimate of the Hölder constant just enough to be consistent with the observed data. That is, it chooses L(n) to coincide with the smallest Hölder constant of a conceivable target function f that could have generated the data under the given noise assumption. Below, we will see that the predictor f n has Hölder constant L(n). Therefore, the "laziness" of the estimator of L(n) implements Occam's razor : it regularises the hypothesis space of continuous functions to prefer simple explanations of the data (i.e. functions with low Hölder constants) over complex ones (i.e. functions with higher Hölder 5. This time, we also plotted floor and ceiling functions (grey dotted and dashed-dotted curves) delimiting the uncertainty bounds. Note, when setting λ = 0 the estimate (D n ; λ, L) was found to be 128 resulting in extremely conservative uncertainty estimates (left figure). In contrast, choosing λ = 2ē gave a parameter estimate (D n ; λ, L) = 2.4 yielding sensible uncertainty bounds (right figure). constants). Here, λ can serve as a parameter that can be utilised to regularise the predictor further in order to compensate for (bounded) noise in the data.
Properties
We will now establish several properties of the LACKI rules including boundedness of the predictors, sample-consistency and Hölder continuity. Most importantly however, we will show that the LACKI rules are universal approximators, in the sense that they can be set to learn any continuous function with arbitrary worst-case error.
The core idea behind this can be sketched as follows: First, we establish Hölder continuity and sample-consistency. This allows us to prove that LACKI can learn any Hölder function. Note, some universal approximators, such as RBFNs with Gaussian kernels, are provably Lipschitz. Therefore, learning any continuous function can be interpreted as learning some Gaussian RBFN with an observational error level that absorbs the discrepancy between the RBFN and the ground truth. Since a finite RBFN with smooth, bounded-derivative kernel is provably Hölder and since we can learn any Hölder function with LACKI up to the level of observational error, we can learn the continuous ground-truth up to the approximation error of the RBFN.
Following this outline, we will now proceed to establish the desired properties formally.
Lemma 2.5 (Boundedness of the predictor).
Irrespective of the boundedness of input space X and assuming finite sample size N n = |D n | < ∞, the predictorf n : X → Y is bounded. In particular, for
As shown in Sec. A.1, d α is a pseudo-metric too and hence, adheres to the triangle inequality. Utilising the definition of the predictor and the triangle inequality we see that, for any x ∈ X and any output dimension k, there are some i, j ∈ {1, ..., N n } such that we have:
As promised, we establish that the predictors of the LACKI inference rule are Hölder continuous:
Lemma 2.6 (Hölder regularity of LACKI). With definitions as before, let
Provided that the bounding functions B,B are Hölder continuous (or set to −∞, ∞, respectively), the predictorsf n are Hölder continuous (n ∈ N) with constant L(n) and exponent α.
Proof. It is easy to show that the one-dimensional mappings of the form x → d x, x α are − α− Hölder continuous for any choices of , α and inputs x . Furthermore, taking point-wise max, min as well as averages of Hölder continuous functions is known to not change their Hölder properties (e.g. cf. [7] ). Therefore, the output-component predictorsf n,
We now establish how well our LACKI rule can interpolate the training data as function of the noise bound and regularisation parameter λ: Lemma 2.7 (Sample-consistency of LACKI). If for each output dimension j ∈ {1, ..., d} and some
then the LACKI rule is sample-consistent (up to
Proof. Remember, our output-space metric is given by d Y y, y = y − y ∞ . For ease of notation, we will confine our proof to the case of one-dimensional outputs (d = 1). The multi-dimensional case follows trivially from the one-dimensional result by applying it to each output component function. Let n ∈ N be fixed and, for ease of notation, write
. By definition off n we have:
(i) Firstly, we show A ∈ [f q ,f q + λ]: If k = q, this holds trivially true since then A =f q . So, assume
On the other hand, since L ≥ max (s,s )∈Un
Together with (5) we
is completely analogous to that of (i) and hence, is omitted.
(iii) Together, the statements in (i) and (ii) entailf n (s q ) =
Moreover, for any sample input s q we havef n (s
Prediction error bounds and consistency
To asses our learning rule, we might be interested the discrepancy d F (f n , f ) between the predictorf n and the target function f relative to some metric d F between functions in the space F of continuous functions. In statistics, a typical choice is the mean-square error metric assessed with respect to some distribution over inputs, the function space and the noise. However, in many safety-critical applications, often arising in control, worst-case error considerations are of greater value, leading to a worst-case metric
for some subset I ⊆ X of queries on finds interesting to take into consideration.
Therefore, we will now establish worst-case consistency guarantees of our LACKI inference rules. That is, we shall study the worst-case error sequence
for data D n that becomes increasingly dense over time relative to a set of query inputs I ⊆ X . To clarify the latter concept, consider the sequence of grids G n n∈N . We say this sequence converges to a set that becomes dense relative to a set I in the limit of large n if we can use points in the sequence to approximate any points in I with increasing accuracy. That is, if
If the rate at which this happens is independent of x then we say that the grid sequence becomes dense uniformly. This is the case iff
To make the rates explicit in our notation, we list the following general definitions:
. Let X be a space endowed with a pseudo-metric d. Let r : N → R be a "rate" function. that vanishes, that is, with lim n→∞ r(n) = 0 (i.e. r ∈ o(1)).
• The sequence s = s n n∈N of points in X is said to converge to a point x ∈ X with rate r
-The sequence s is said to converge to a set S ⊂ X with rate r :
• A sequence of sets S = S n n∈N is said to become dense relative to x ∈ X with rate r (denoted by S r x) iff S contains a point sequence that converges to x with that rate. That is, iff
-Similarly, the sequence of sets S is said to become dense relative to a set of points S ⊂ X (denoted by S S) iff it becomes dense relative to all points of S, i.e. iff ∀x ∈ S : S rx x for some vanishing rate r x : N → R.
-The sequence is becoming dense relative to S uniformly (denoted by S S) iff there is a single vanishing rate for all x ∈ S. That is, if ∃r :
Function r is referred to as the convergence rate and we write S r S to denote that S becomes dense relative to S with uniform rate r.
Theorem 2.9 (LACKI can learn any Hölder function). Assume the following holds true:
1. The observational errors given by e are bounded from above byē = sup
Under these assumptions we can give the following guarantees: (A) If the grid becomes dense (pointwise), the point-wise worst-case error vanishes up to λ 2 + e:
where for the error convergence rate x we have
If the grid becomes dense in I ⊂ X uniformly, then the worst-case prediction error vanishes uniformly (up to λ 2 +ē):
where for the uniform error convergence rate we
Proof. We have established that the predictorsf n (·) of the LACKI rule are L(n)-α-Hölder (Lem. 2.6) and sample-consistent up to level
Since G n is assumed to become dense in the input domain X , for any input x there is a rate function
In the case of uniform convergence a rate function can be chosen independently of x and will be denoted by r rather than r x .
(A) For all n ∈ N and x ∈ X we have:
(ii)
Here, (i) follows from the triangle inequality, (ii) leverages Lem. 2.7 and (iii) follows by Hölder continuity of the predictors (Lem. 2.6). Thus, for x ∈ X , n ∈ N:
where ( †) follows from (9) and the presupposed Hölder continuity of f .
Since by assumption,
By assumption
Proceeding analogously as before, but utilising uniform convergence with rate r, we obtain:
By assumption, L(n)r α (n) ∈ o(1) and thus, lim n→∞ L(n)r(n) α = 0. Hence,
Note a necessary condition was that the product of L(n) and the rate was in o (1) , that is, vanishing in the limit of n → ∞. A sufficient condition for this to hold is if L(n) is guaranteed to be bounded (assuming the rate is vanishing). Above, we have established a sufficent condition for this (cf. Rem. 2.3): L(n) is bounded as long as parameter λ ≥ 2ē + q for any q ≥ 0. This yields the following result: Corollary 2.10. With definitions and assumption as in Thm. 2.3, if parameter λ is chosen to be 2ē+q for any q ≥ 0 then convergence to the ground truth is guaranteed (up to an twice the observational error and a term dependent on q). In particular, if the data becomes dense uniformly in I ⊆ X with a rate of r(n) then, for someL ∈ [0, L * ] and any n ∈ N, we have
Of course in the absence of observational errors, one can choose λ = 0. In this case, the corollary implies that LACKI will learn the ground-truth arbitrarily well in the limit of infinitely dense data.
Remark 2.11 (Curse of dimensionality). Our bounds rely on the proximity (expressed by the rate functions) of the query input to the previously observed data. Refer to Thm. 2.9. Roughly speaking, for a particular query input x, our guarantee in (A) asserts that the closer the query is to the previously seen data, the better the confidence in prediction accuracy. In (B) this is extended to a worst-case statement implying that the smaller the worst-case proximity of the data to any query in I, the smaller the worst-case prediction error can be. Unfortunately, this worst-case proximity and therefore, the prediction error bound, is subject to the curse of dimensionality. That is, the number of samples necessary to guarantee a desired reduction in worst-case prediction uncertainty will inevitably have to scale exponentionally with the dimensionality of the space. A manifestation of this fact can be seen in Sec. 2.3.2 where we give a sample complexity bound for uniformly distributed input samples.
Having established that our LACKI rule can learn any Hölder function with any Hölder constant, we will now attend to extend the results to non-Hölder functions. In preparation of the necessary derivations we will first rehearse universality and Hölder properties of radial basis function networks.
Park and Sandberg derived universal approximation guarantees for radial-basis function networks [33] . In particular, on page 252 in their article the authors make an assertion that translates to our notation as follows:
denote a radial basis function network (RBFN). Assume K : R d → R is continuous and has nonvanishing integral, i.e. R d K(x) dx = 0. Then, the set S K := {β(·; θ)|m ∈ N, θ ∈ R 3m } of all RBFNs is uniformly dense in the set C(X ) of continuous functions on compact domain X . That is, ∀f ∈ C(X )∀ > 0∃m, θ ∈ R 3m : sup x∈X |f (·) − β(·; θ)| < .
Remark 2.13. We note that, for any finite-dimensional parameter θ, any RBFN β(·; θ) is Lipschitz continuous as long as the kernel K is. This can be seen by applying Lem. A.8 which allows us to conclude that the Lipschitz constant of RBFN β(
denotes a Lipschitz constant of K. By the same Lemma it is easy to see that choosing the Gaussian kernel for K satisfies both the Lipschitz requirement as well as the integrability requirements of Lem. 2.12. As a by-product this means that on a compact support, any continuous function can be approximated by some Lipschitz function with arbitrarily small, positive worst-case error > 0. Note, it may well be the case that the Lipschitz constant of the approximator grows with decreasing approximation error bound . We consider this to be inevitable when the approximated function is not Lipschitz.
Harnessed with these preparatory statements we can move on to show that the LACKI rule can be set up to learn any continuous function up to arbitrary low error. Theorem 2.14 (Universality of LACKI). Assume we are given a sequence D n n∈N of samples with observational errors bounded byē ∈ R ≥0 . We set the parameters of the LACKI rule to B = −∞,B = ∞, L = 0 and λ := 2ē + q for some q > 0. In this theorem, we assume that the set of interest I ⊆ X is compact. Then, we have:
The LACKI rule as per Def. 2.4 is a universal approximator in the following sense: If the sequence of input grids G n n∈N relative to I (uniformly) then the sequence of predictors f n n∈N computed by the LACKI rule (uniformly) converges to any continuous target f : X → R up to error 2ē + 3q 2 . That is, the following holds true:
•
Proof. We choose any parameter λ = 2ē + q with q > 0. As observed in Rem. 2.13, Lem. 2.12 allows us to infer that there exists a Lipschitz function h that approximates the target with worst-case error of at most
Consequently, there exists a function φ :
Furthermore,we define φ to be the bounded observational noise. Hence, we havef = f + φ and sup x d Y 0, φ(x) ≤ē. Combining both functions into ψ := φ + φ , we can writef = h + ψ with sup
This can be interpreted as follows: Instead of viewing the given sample as being generated by target f (with some observational error φ) we can view the sample as being generated by the Hölder function h corrupted by the extended "observational noise" ψ accounting for both the original observational error and the discrepancy between the target and Hölder function h. This gives us a reduction to the case of learning Hölder functions with observational error bounded byν. Firstly, we note that λ = 2ē + q = 2ν (which entails that the sequence L(n) n∈N is bounded by some
≤ L h ). Linking to Thm. 2.9, we get all the desired statements with regard to learning h. These can easily be converted into statements about learning f by adding the worst-case difference q 2 between f and h to all error bounds. For example, leveraging sup x d Y 0, φ (x) ≤ q 2 and λ = 2ē + q and going through analogous steps as in the previous theorem we obtain:
where ξ x n := arg inf s∈Gn d(x, s) denotes a nearest neighbour of x in the input sample G n . So, convergence (pointwise or uniform) of the grid to the input space with a rate of at most r(n) implies that the right-hand side of (17) and hence, the prediction error, converges (pointwise or uniformly) to the interval [0, 2ē + 3q 2 ] with a rate of at most (L + L h )r α (n) as n → ∞.
Convergence in probability with uniformly distributed inputs
Above we have given guarantees relative to the deterministic convergence rates of the input sample to the domain. In this subsection, we shall study probabilistic convergence rates as a function of the sample size in situations where the sample is obtained by drawing inputs independently from a uniform probability distribution on I = X :
We can show that the worst-case prediction error given by sup x∈X d Y f n (x), f (x) vanishes (up to the usual worst-case bounds in the presence of observational errors) in probability for canonical input-space metrics:
d be the domain of target function f ∈ H(L * , α). Assume the input data G n = {s 1 , . . . , s n } contains n data sample inputs which are drawn independently at random from a uniform distribution over X . Furthermore, assume there are no observational errors, i.e.ē = 0, and, that d(x, x ) = x − x ∞ , ∀x, x ∈ X . The worst-case error of our LACKI predictor vanishes in probability.
That is,
In particular, for all δ ∈ (0, 1) we have
Proof. Let r n := sup x∈X min s∈Gn d(x, s) = sup x∈X min s∈Gn x − s ∞ ≤ 1 and let
which we intend to bound from above. Remember, from Cor. 2.10 sup
So, it suffices to focus on the case where < 2L
* r n provided that r n ≤ 2L * . So, we define an event E n that ensures r n satisfies the latter inequality with a probability that grows as n increases. To this end, we introduce a partition of the domain into m hyper-rectangles H 1 , ..., H m of equal size, each having edge length l k = 1 2 k where k is a natural number such that l k ≤ 2L * . As a valid choice, we set
By construction, in the event that each hyperrectangle ends up containing at least one sample input of G n , we have r n ≤ 2L * . We define the complement of this event asĒ n := {(s 1 , ..., s n ) ∈ X n |∃j ∈ {1, ..., m}∀i ∈ {1, ..., n} :
, f (x) > } be the event that the sample inputs are located in such a fashion that they give rise to a worst-case error larger than . We have: s / ∈Ē implies that r(n) ≤ 2L * which in turn implies sup x d Y f n (x), f (x) ≤ , i.e. that s / ∈ W . Hence, W ⊆Ē n and thus, P n = Pr[W ] ≤ Pr[Ē n ]. So, to bound P n from above it suffices to bound Pr[Ē n ] from above which we will do next: We can employ the union bound, utilise that m = 2 kd and the fact that the s i are drawn i.i.d. from a uniform to see that
−→ 0 which shows the main statement of the theorem. To find an n sufficently large to ensure Pr[W ] ≤ δ we consider the inequality 2
Taking the log on both sides and rearranging yields the sufficient condition: n ≥ log(δ 2 −kd ) log(1−2 −kd ) .
Some guarantees for online learning
In the theorems above, we considered the worst-case asymptotics for the case where the data becomes dense in the domain. Here the error was evaluated on the entire input domain. By contrast, we will now consider an online learning setting where we incrementally get to observe samples along the trajectory of inputs x n n∈N and are interested in the long-term one-step-lookahead prediction errors on this trajectory. That is, we are interested in the evolution of prediction errors d Y f n (x n ), f (x n ) where the predictorf n (·) is based on D n = D n−1 ∪ { x n−1 ,f (x n−1 ) }, ∀n > 1.
We will show that this error trajectory vanishes (up to observational errors), provided that the input sequence x n n∈N is bounded.
In preparation of these considerations, we will establish the following facts:
Lemma 2.16. Assume we are given a trajectory x n n∈N of inputs with x n ∈ X where input space X can be endowed with a shift-invariant measure. Furthermore, assume the sequence is bounded, i.e. d X (x n , 0) ≤ β for some β ∈ R + and all n ∈ N. Finally assume the inputs of the available data coincide with the complete history of past inputs, i.e. G n = {x i |i ∈ N, i < n}. Then we have:
Proof. The intuition behind the following proof is that if the distances were not to converge, there was an infinite number of disjoint balls around the input points that summed up to infinite volume. This however, would be a contradiction to the presupposed boundedness of the sequence. We formalise this intuition as follows: We can rephrase the desired convergence statement as
For contradiction, assume that
Hold such an > 0 fixed and choose any n ∈ N. By definition of G m(n) = {x i |i < m(n)} we have:
Let C n := i<n B 2 x i be the union of all 2 -balls around each point in G n and defineĪ = n∈N C n . By definition, each x n is contained inĪ. Since sequence (x n ) n∈N is bounded,Ī has a finite volume relative to some positive, shift-invariant measure µ. I.e. µ(Ī) < ∞ (e.g. choose the Lebesgue measure for µ). Furthermore, µ(C n ) ≤ i<n µ(B i ) ≤ µ(Ī) < ∞ where B i := B 2 x i . Owing to the assumed shift-invariance, we can assign the same measure M each ball, i.e. M :
∈ N. This is an upper bound on the number of disjoint balls of measure M that can be contained inĪ. Intuitively, since this number is finite, there cannot be an infinite number of non-intersecting balls around the elements of the sequence (x n ) n∈N . More formally our argument proceeds as follows: Choose n > q + 1. Statement (20) yields:
Define a permutation π such that π(p(1)) ≤ . . . ≤ π(p(n)). With Statement (21) it follows that d X (x π(p(i)) , x π(p(j)) ) > , ∀i, j = 1, ..., n, i < j. Thus, we conclude the disjointness conditions Theorem 2.17. Assume that, for some q ≥ 0, we chose λ = 2ē + q in our LACKI prediction rule. And, assume that the target f is Hölder continuous up to some error levelĒ h . That is, f = φ + ψ with φ ∈ H(L * , α) and a function ψ such that sup x d Y 0, ψ(x) ≤Ē h ∈ R. Assume we are given a trajectory x n n∈N of inputs that is bounded, i.e. where d(x n , 0) ≤ β for some β ∈ R + and all n ∈ N. Furthermore, assume D n+1 = D n ∪ { x n ,f (x n ) } and thus, G n = {x i |i ∈ N, i < n}. Then the prediction error on the sequence vanishes up to the level of sample-consistency and Hölder continuity in the following sense:
In particular, in case the observations are error-free (f = f ) and assuming the target is Hölder continuous then, when choosing λ = 0, the prediction error is guaranteed to vanish. That is,
Proof. Let ξ n ∈ argmin g∈Gn d(x n , g) denote the nearest neighbour of x n in G n = {x 1 , ..., x n−1 }. Since sequence (x n ) is bounded, Lem. 2.16 is applicable and hence:
Hence, appealing to the triangle inequality, we see that
Moreover we note that the predictorsf n have Hölder constants L(n) and that the L(n) are bounded from above by someL ∈ R. Thus, (iii) ∃L ∈ R∀n ∈ N :f n ∈ H(L, α).
Computational complexity
The computational complexity for computing the parameter update L(n + 1) based on L(n), the pre-existing data D n of size N n and a newly arriving sample input is in O(N n m) where m is the effort for evaluating the pseudo-metric. Typically, m will scale linearly with the dimensionality of the input space. Therefore, online updates cost training time that will be linear in the number of existing training data and input dimensionality. In batch training, for a batch of N samples, computation of the estimate will require an effort in O(N 2 D). Once the parameter L(n) is computed, the effort for evaluatingf n (x) is linear in the number of samples and, again, typically linear in the input and output space dimensionality.
However, it should be noted though that generalised nearest neighbor techniques can be utilised to reduce the prediction effort to expected logarithmic effort in the sample size (see [3] ). Devised for standard Lipschitz interpolation, this approach could be readily applied to our LACKI inference rule.
Lazily Adaptive Constant Kinky inference and model reference adaptive control
So far, we have established some learning guarantees for LACKI as a method for supervised learning. In this section, we utilise our results and discuss the use of LACKI in the context of model-reference adaptive control. We introduce the control framework with a simple example of controlling the simulated roll dynamics of an aircraft under wing rock. In the second half of the remainder of the paper, we use our theoretical guarantees established in the first half in order to provide global asymptotic convergence guarantees of the closed-loop trajectory to the reference. Throughout the entire section we simplify our analysis by assuming the pseudo-metrics d and d Y are in fact canonical norm-induced metrics. For instance, we assume that X = R d is a finite-dimensional vector space and we have d(x, x ) = x − x for some norm · equivalent to the maximum norm · ∞ .
Online learning and tracking control in the presence of wing rock dynamics
As pointed out in [11] , modern fighter aircraft designs are susceptible to lightly damped oscillations in roll known as "wing rock". Commonly occurring during landing [35] , removing wing rock from the dynamics is crucial for precision control of such aircraft. Precision tracking control in the presence of wing rock is a nonlinear problem of practical importance and has served as a test bed for a number nonlinear adaptive control methods [10, 31, 11] . For comparison, we replicate the experiments of the recent work of Chowdhary et. al. [10, 9] .
1
Here the authors have compared their Gaussian process based approach, called GP-MRAC, to the more established adaptive model-reference control approach based on RBF networks [36, 25] , referred to as RBFN-MRAC. Replacing the Gaussian process learner by our kinky inference learner, we readily obtain an analogous approach which we will refer to as LACKI-MRAC. As an additional baseline, we also examine the performance of a simple P-controller. While with the exact same parameters settings of the experiments in [10] , performance of our LACKI-MRAC method comes second to GP-MRAC, we also evaluate the performance of all controllers over a range of 555 random parameter settings and initial conditions. As we will see, across this range of problem instances and parameter settings, LACKI-MRAC markedly outperforms all other methods.
Model reference adaptive control
Before proceeding with the wing rock application we will commence with (i) outlining model reference adaptive control (MRAC) [1] as considered in [10] and (ii) describe the deployment of kinky inference to this framework. We will now rehearse the description of MRAC for second-order systems following [10] .
Assume m ∈ N to be the dimensionality of a configuration of the system in question and define d = 2m to be the dimensionality of the pertaining state space X .
Let x = [x 1 ; x 2 ] ∈ X denote the state of the plant to be controlled. Given the control-affine systeṁ
it is desired to find a control law u(x) such that the closed-loop dynamics exhibit a desired reference behaviour:ξ
where r is a reference command, f r some desired response and t → ξ(t) is the reference trajectory. If a priori a and b are believed to coincide withâ 0 ,b 0 respectively, the inversion control u = b −1 0 (−â 0 + u ) is applied. This reduces the closed-loop dynamics toẋ 1 = x 2 ,ẋ 2 = u +ã(x, u) wherẽ a(x, u) captures the modelling error of the dynamics:
Let I d ∈ R d×d denote the identity matrix. If b is perfectly known, then b −b −1 0 = 0 and the model error can be written asã(x) = a(x) −â 0 (x). In particular,ã has lost its dependence on the control input.
In this situation [10, 9] propose to set the pseudo control as follows: u (x) := ν r + ν pd − ν ad where ν r = f r (ξ, r) is a feed-forward reference term, ν ad is a yet to be defined output of a learning module adaptive element and ν pd = [K 1 K 2 ]e is a feedback error term designed to decrease the tracking error e(t) = ξ(t) − x(t) by defining K 1 , K 2 ∈ R m×m as described in what is to follow. Inserting these components, we see that the resulting error dynamics are:
where
If the feedback gain matrices K 1 , K 2 parametrising ν pd are chosen such that M is stable then the error dynamics converge to zero as desired, provided the learning error E λ vanishes:
It is assumed that the adaptive element is the output of a learning algorithm that is tasked to learñ a online. This is done by continuously feeding it training examples of the form x(t i ),ã(x(t i )) + ε i where ε i is observational noise.
Intuitively, assuming the learning algorithm is suitable to learn targetã (i.e.ã is close to some element in the hypothesis space [30] of the learner) and that the controller manages to keep the visited state space bounded, the learning error (as a function of time t) should vanish.
Substituting different learning algorithms yields different adaptive controllers. RBFN-MRAC [25] utilises radial basis function neural networks for this purpose whereas GP-MRAC employs Gaussian process learning [34] to learnã [10, 9] .
In what is to follow, we utilise our LACKI method as the adaptive element. Following the nomenclature of the previous methods we name the resulting adaptive controller LACKI-MRAC.
The wing rock control problem
The wing rock dynamics control problem considers an aircraft in flight. Denoting x 1 to be the roll attitude (angle of the aircraft wings) and x 2 the roll rate (measured in angles per second), the controller can set the aileron control input u to influence the state
Based on [31] , Chowdhary et. al. [10, 9] consider the following model of the wing rock dynamics:
where b = 3 is a known constant and a(x) = W *
is an priori unknown nonlinear drift. Note, the drift is non-smooth but it would be easy to derive a Lipschitz constant on any bounded subset of state space if the parameters W := (W * 0 , . . . , W * 5 ) were known. To control the system we employ LACKI as the adaptive element ν ad . In the absence of the knowledge of a Lipschitz constant, we start with a guess of L = 1 (which will turn out to be too low) and update it following the procedure described in Sec. 2.2.
In a first instance, we replicated the experiments conducted in [10, 11] with the exact same parameter settings. That is, we chose W * . The RBF and GP learning algorithms were initialised with fixed length scales of 0.3 units. The GP was given a training example budget of a maximum of 100 training data points to condition the posterior model on. Our LACKI learner was initialised with L = α = 1 and updated online following our lazy update method described above.
The test runs also exemplify the working of the lazy update rule. The initial guess L = 1 was too low. However, our lazy update rule successfully picked up on this and had ended up increasing constant to L = 2.6014 by the end of the online learning process.
The results are plotted in Fig. 3 . We can see that in terms of tracking error of the reference our LACKI-MRAC outperformed RBF-MRAC and was a close runner-up to GP-MRAC which had the lowest tracking errors.
To obtain an impression of the learning performance of the three learning algorithms we also recorded the prediction error histories for this example problem. The results are depicted in Fig. 4 . We can see that our kinky inference method and the GP method both succeeded in predicting the drift quite accurately while the RBFN method was somewhat lagging behind. This is consistent with the observations made in [10, 9] . The authors explain the relatively poor performance of the radial basis function network method by the fact that the reference trajectory on occasion led outside the region of state space where the centres of the basis function were placed in advance. By contrast, due to the non-parametric nature of the GP, GP-MRAC does not suffer from such a priori limitations. In fact, it can be seen as an RBF method that flexibly places basis functions around all observed data points [34] . We would add that, as a non-parametric method, LACKI-MRAC shares this kind of flexibility, which might explain the fairly similar performance.
However, being an online method, the authors of GP-MRAC explicitly avoided hyperparameter training via optimising the marginal log-likelihood. The latter is commonly done in GP learning [34] to avoid the impact of an unadjusted prior but is often a computational bottle neck. Therefore, avoiding such hyperparameter optimisation greatly enhances learning and prediction speed in an online setting. However, we would expect the performance of the prediction to be dependent upon the hyperparameter settings. As we have noted above, the Lipschitz constant depends on the part of state space visited at runtime. Similarly, we might expect length scale changes depending on the part of state space the trajectory is in. Unfortunately, [10, 9, 11] provide no discussion of the length scale parameter setting and also called the choice of the maximum training corpus size "arbitrary".
Since the point of learning-based and adaptive control is to be able to adapt to various settings, we test the controllers across a range of randomised problem settings, initial conditions and parameter settings.
We created 555 randomised test runs of the wingrock tracking problems and tested each algorithm on each one of them. The initial state x(t 0 ) was drawn uniformly at random from [0, 7] × [0, 7], the initial kernel length scales were drawn uniformly at random from [0.05, 2], and used both for RBF-MRAC and GP-MRAC. The initial Hölder constant L for LACKI-MRAC was initialised at random from the same interval but was allowed to be adapted as part of the online learning process. Furthermore, we chose λ = 0. The parameter weights W of the system dynamics specified above were multiplied by a constant drawn uniformly at random from the interval [0, 2]. To allow for better predictive performance of GP-MRAC we doubled the maximal budget to 200 training examples. The feedback gains were chosen to be
In addition to the three adaptive controllers we also tested the performance of a simple α controller with just these feedback gains (i.e. we executed x-MRAC with adaptive element ν ad = 0). This served as a baseline comparison to highlight the benefits of the adaptive element over simple feedback control.
The performance of all controllers across these randomised trials is depicted in Fig. 5 . Each data point of each boxplot represent a performance measurement for one particular trial.
For each method, the figures show the boxplots of the following recorded quantities:
• log-XERR: cummulative angular position error (log-deg), i.e. log(
• log-XDOTERR: cummulative roll rate error (log-deg/sec.), i.e. log(
• log-PREDERR: log-prediction error, i.e. log( • log-CMD: cummulative control magnitude (log-scale), i.e. log(
u(t) dt ).
• log-max. RT (predictions): the log of the maximal runtime (within time span [t 0 , t f ]) each method took to generate a prediction ν ad within the time span.
• log-max. RT (learning): the log of the maximal runtime (within time span [t 0 , t f ]) it took each method to incorporate a new training example of the driftã.
As can be seen from Fig. 5 , all three adaptive methods outperformed the simple α controller in terms of tracking error.
In terms of prediction runtime, the RBF-MRAC outperformed both GP-MRAC and LACKI-MRAC. This is hardly surprising. After all, RBF-MRAC is a parametric method with constant prediction time. By contrast, both non-parametric methods will have prediction times growing with the number of training examples. That is, it would be the case if GP-MRAC were given an infinite training size budget. Indeed one might argue whether GP-MRAC, if operated with a finite budget, actually is a parametric approximation where the parameter consists of the hyperparameters along with the fixed-size training data matrix. When comparing the (maximum) prediction and learning runtimes one should also bear in mind that GP-MRAC predicted with up to 200 examples in the training data set. By contrast, LACKI-MRAC undiscerningly had incorporated all 10001 training points by the end of each trial.
Across the remaining metrics, LACKI-MRAC markedly outperformed all other methods. Note, we have also attempted to test all methods across a greater range of problem settings, including larger initial states, more varied hyper-parameter settings, lower feedback gains and more varied choices of dynamics coefficients W . However, this resulted in GP-MRAC to often run into conditioning problems. This is a common issue in GP learning due to the necessity of matrix inversion or Cholesky decompositions of the covariance matrix (it seems to be common practice to address this by hand-tuning the observational noise parameters). Similar behaviour ensued when setting the training size budget to large values. All these changes often resulted in long learning runtimes, spiky control outputs and thus, poor overall performance. Similarly, code execution of our RBF-MRAC implementation was frequently interrupted with error messages when the state was initialised to positions outside of the rectangle [0, 7] 
We have not investigated the root cause of these issues in greater detail yet. However, it might be worth exploring whether the great robustness of LACKI might be an additional selling point that sets it apart from other recent adaptive control methods. Such robustness is of course important in control settings such as flight control where failure or erratic behaviour of the adaptive element may result in critical incidents.
An example where GP-MRAC failed to track the reference occurred when repeating our first experiment with the following modifications: The initial state was chosen to be x(t 0 ) = (−90, 40) corresponding to a rapidly rotating aircraft. Furthermore, the wing rock coefficients W were multiplied by a factor of 5, amplifying the non-linearities of the drift field.
When initialised with a length scale parameter of 0.3, the GP ran into conditioning problems and caused the output of the adaptive element in GP-MRAC to produce spikes of very large magnitude and thus, further destabilised the system. We tried the problem with various kernel length scale settings ranging from 0.3 to 20. Increasing the length scale parameter to length scale of at least 1 seemed to fix the conditioning problem. Nonetheless, GP-MRAC still did not manage to learn and stabilise the system in any of these settings. A record of GP-MRAC's performance in this example (for length scale of 1) is depicted in Fig. 6(a) -6(c) . As the plots show, GP-MRAC starts with relatively high tracking and prediction error from which it could not recover. At about 26 seconds into the simulation the state rapidly diverged.
For comparison, we also tried LACKI-MRAC on the same problem, starting with initial L = 1 as before. Starting out with a relatively large tracking and prediction error, LACKI-MRAC nonetheless managed to recover and successfully track the system (see Fig. 6(d) -6(f) ). The state path and learned drift model obtained by LACKI-MRAC are depicted in Fig. 7 . 
Stability guarantees in discrete-time systems
In the previous section, we gave an illustration LACKI-MRAC -a combination of a feedbacklinearising controller with our KI learning method. The results are encouraging -our adaptive control law managed to learn a dynamic system online and to track a reference in the presence of wing-rock dynamics where other methods failed. To simulate the dynamics we relied on a first-order Euler approximation resulting in a discrete-time dynamical system.
In this section, we study the convergence of LACKI-MRAC in such discrete-time systems. In these we will consider both the offline and the online learning setting. In the former, the LACKI-learner receives a sample set once and builds a controller that remains unaltered during execution time. For this case, we will provide robustness bounds on the control success (as quantified by a bound on the norm of the error dynamics) as a function of the remaining uncertainty of the trained LACKI model.
In the online learning setting, which we considered in the wing-rock control simulations, the LACKI-learner gets updated with the most recent observation after each time step. Provided the initial uncertainty is bounded on the given state space, we will be able to guarantee that LACKI-MRAC leads to a closed-loop system that is globally asymptotically stable.
Tracking error bounds for the offline learning setting
In the offline learning setting, the predictor sequence f n n∈N of adaptive elements is based on only one fixed data set D 0 at time 0 which is not updated subsequently. That is D n = D 0 , ∀n ∈ N.
Given some data set D n = D 0 at time n and the resulting predictorf n (·), the model error is given by F n (·) := f (·) −f n (·). Since we assume constant data, the error does not change either. That is, we have F n (x) = . . . = F 0 (x) = F (x), ∀n, ∀x.
In our analysis, we consider discrete-time dynamical systems. For example the dynamics might be first-order Euler approximations of the control-affine dynamics of Sec. 3.1. Consequently, the error dynamics as per Eq. 27 translate to the recurrence relation:
where ∆ ∈ R + is a positive time increment and n is the time step index. Furthermore,
is an uncertain increment due to the model error of the learner (cf. Eq. 27), B = O m ∆I m and
is the (error state) transition matrix. Here, m = d 2 is half the dimensionality of the state space, I m denotes the m × m identity matrix and K 1 , K 2 are gain matrices that can be freely chosen by the designer of the linear pseudo controller. By induction, it is easy to show that the recurrence can be converted into the closed-form expression:
For vector norm · , let |||·||| denote a matrix norm such that M v ≤ |||M ||| v for all suitable matrices M and vectors v. For instance, for the Euclidean norm · = · 2 , we can choose the spectral norm |||·||| = |||·||| 2 as a matrix norm. Or, for · = · ∞ , if the vector space is d-dimensional, we can choose the matrix norm |||·||| = √ d|||·||| 2 . We desire to bound the norm of the error. To this end, we leverage that the norms are sub-additive and sub-multiplicative to deduce:
whereN n is chosen such that we can guarantee thatN n ≥ max i=1,...,n−1 F (x i ) . For instance, we could chooseN n := sup s∈Sn F (s) where
} is the union of the possible states around the reference trajectory ξ[·] at previous time steps.
Remark 3.1 (Bounded error innovations). We assume there exists a maximum model error normN, i.e. ∀i : F i (x i ) ≤N for some boundN ∈ R. This is a realistic assumption in any physically plausible systems where the drift forces a(x) are inevitably bounded. Since also, for any finite data, our LACKI learner has a bounded prediction function (cf. Lem. 2.5), the discrepancy given by F is bounded as well.
Given the boundedness of F we have:
The right-hand side is convergent provided the gains K 1 , K 2 are chosen such that M is stable, i.e. ρ(M ) < 1, and providedN n is bounded (see e.g. [7] ).
Whether or not M is stable, in low dimensions, the sums can be computed offline and in advance. This is of great benefit if the controller that is building on the error bounds is utilising optimisationbased control with a finite time-horizon.
To obtain a (conservative) closed-form bound on the error norms [7] contains a derivation and discussion of the following result: Theorem 3.2. Let (F n ) n∈N0 be a norm-bounded sequence of vectors withN n := max i∈{0,...,n−1} F i (x i ) ≤ N ∈ R. For error sequence (e n ) n∈N0 defined by the linear recurrence e n+1 = M e n +∆F n (x n ) (n ∈ N 0 ), we can define the following bounds:
1. e n ≤ |||M n ||| e 0 + ∆N n n−1 i=0 M i . If ρ(M ) < 1 and ∃N :N ≥N n−1 ≥ 0, ∀n, the right-hand side converges as n → ∞.
Let
< 1 and let δ n := n/k 0 . If r := ρ(M ) < 1, for n > k 0 , we also have:
for some constants C, c ∈ R. Here, possible choices for c ∈ R are:
3. If |||M ||| = 1, we have:
Global asymptotic stability in the online learning setting
In this subsection, we lift the assumption that the available sample is static. Instead we assume that at time step n + 1 we get to see an additional sample of the uncertain drift at the state visited in the previous time step n. That is, the predictorf n+1 (·) is based on
Therefore, we also need to index the innovations vector field by time. That is, F n := f −f n denotes the prediction error function (or innovation) due to the data available at time n ∈ N. As pointed out in Rem. 3.1, the error innovations F n are assumed to be bounded for all finite sample sets D n . Above, we have seen that any continuous function can be approximated by some Hölder continuous LACKI predictor up to an arbitrarily small error. For convenience, we will establish the following definition: Definition 3.3. We say that a continuous function f is L * − p-Hölder up to errorĒ h ∈ R on domain X iff there is an L * − p-Hölder function φ ∈ H(L * , p) and a function ψ such that ∀x :
Theorem 3.4 (Tracking error convergence). Assume that, for some q ≥ 0, we choose λ = 2ē + q in our LACKI prediction rule and that the sequence of innovations F n (x n ) n∈N as well as the reference ξ n n∈N are bounded. If the initial error innovation function is bounded, i.e. if ∃b ∈ R∀x : F 0 (x) ∞ ≤ b, and, if M is a stable matrix, i.e. if ρ(M ) < 1, then the tracking error converges to the interval [0,
Proof. Let · := · ∞ with accociated matrix norm |||·||| := √ d|||·||| 2 . Let > 0. We desire to show:
If sequence F n (x n ) n∈N is bounded then, by Thm. 3.2, the error sequence e n n∈N is bounded. That is, ∃b ∈ R∀n : e n ≤ β. Knowing that the error dynamics are bounded by some β ≥ 0 we see
Here, the convergence to zero follows from the assumption that M is a stable matrix. Hence, we have:
.
If in addition, the reference is bounded this implies that the sequence (x n ) is bounded, too. Thm. 2.17 implies convergence of the innovations and hence, assuming d Y (f, f ) = f − f , we have:
Referring to (i) in Thm. 3.2, With a change of variables we can follow analogous steps to convert Ineq. (34) to state that for all k ∈ N, n ∈ N 0 we have:
Q n:n+k := max{ F n (x n ) , . . . , F k+n−1 (x k+n−1 ) }. With Gelfand's formula and the standard root test for series it is easy to establish convergence of the series: That is, there exists σ ∈ R with lim k→∞ ∆ k−1 i=0
With (37) follows that there exists n 0 ∈ N 0 such that we have:
Combining (I) and (II) with Eq. 39 allows us to conclude that for any n ≥ N := n 0 + k 0 (n 0 ) we have e n ≤ 2 + σ 2σ
Note, since the error converges to a bounded set the state will converge to the target trajectory. So, if the target trajectory is bounded, the continuity of the control law (as a function of state) implies that the control is bounded as well.
Corollary 3.5. In the special case of error-free observations of a Hölder continuous target function, choosing a parameter λ = 0 implies:
That is, the error dynamics are globally asymptotically stable with equilibrium point 0. Furthermore, the control action sequence u(x n ) n∈N converges, provided the reference trajectory ξ n n∈N is bounded.
Proof. The stability statement is an immediate consequence of the preceding theorem. Remember from Sec. 3.1.1 that the control action at time n is of the form u n := u(x n ) = −f n (x n ) − Ke n + c for some constant c. We show that (u n ) is a Cauchy sequence, provided that the reference sequence ξ n is. Due to the fact that X is a Hilbert space assumption, this implies the desired convergence result. So, let > 0. Since (e n ), (ξ n ) converge, also the state sequence (x n ) converges. Hence, all three are convergent Cauchy sequences. In particular, there is N such that for all n, m > N :
e n − e m < 2|||K||| and x n − x m < 2L . Hence, utilising the definition of the control law and the fact that all predictors are Hölder continuous with Hölder constantL, for all m, n > N : u n − u m ≤ |||K||| e n − e m + f n (x n ) −f m (x m ) ≤ 2 +L x n − x m ≤ . Therefore, (u n ) is a Cauchy sequence and hence, convergent.
Conclusions
In this paper, we have introduced Lazily Adapted Constant Kinky Inference (LACKI) as an approach to nonparametric machine learning. Our method was built on the framework of Kinky Inference (which in turn is a generalisation of well-known approaches such as Lipschitz Interpolation [39, 44, 3] and Nonlinear Set Membership (NSM) methods [29] ). Our approach inherits the numerical simplicity of these methods. On top of this, it can deal with bounded additive observational errors and does not require a priori knowledge about a Hölder constant of the underlying target function-instead it estimates the constant online from the data. This of course is of great practical interest since this endows LACKI with superior black-box learning capabilities while still allowing us to give theoretical guarantees on learning and control success.
To avoid the need to specify the Hölder constant, LACKI adapts the parameter L(n) to reflect a modification of the empirical estimate of the Hölder constant of the underlying target function. The adapted parameters were carefully defined to be bounded even if the target function is not Hölder continuous and the data is subject to bounded observational uncertainty. This allowed us to establish several theoretical guarantees of worst-case consistency. That is, we provided asymptotic guarantees on the ability to learn any Hölder (and non-Hölder) continuous target function as well as convergence rates. Our derivations focussed on worst-case prediction error bounds.
Future work will investigate in how far the bounds can be tightened further (albeit we do not expect that worst-case guarantees could be given that avoid the curse of dimensionality without imposing more confining assumptions on the target functions and the nature of the observational uncertainties). However, if we were to shift our attention away from worst-case error analysis under general (possibly systematic) observational uncertainties towards standard mean-square risk analysis and assumptions prevalent in probability theory, we believe less conservative consistency might be establishable. To this end, we believe it is possible to modify our proofs to translate mean-square consistency derivations for nearest-neighbor regression methods (e.g. as discussed in [23] ) to our LACKI approach. This might provide a theoretical underpinning for the smoothing properties of our approach observed in the presence of i.i.d. stochastic noise (refer to Fig. 1 and Fig. 2) .
Our learning-theoretic considerations were supplemented by an application of LACKI to online learning-based model-reference adaptive control. In a simulated aircraft control problem with nonlinear model uncertainty, we compared our LACKI-based controller against other learning-based methods that were recently proposed in the control literature. Across a range of performance metrics and randomised problem instances, LACKI-MRAC exhibited consistent and robust performance and outperformed its competitors on the majority of randomised test cases.
For discrete-time systems with additive, bounded, nonlinear uncertainty, we provided theoretical guarantees on the tracking success of our LACKI-MRAC controller. For the online learning case where the LACKI learner was assumed to be continuously updated with the most recently visited state observation, we proved tracking success up to a term dependent on the observational error.
In future work, we would like to apply our LACKI learning method to more challenging control tasks that require planning. To this end, it might be beneficial to link our results to recent work on NSM-based model-predictive control (e.g. [8] ). We believe that the worst-case analysis we focus on in this work is key to establish the necessary links to results existing in the robust MPC literature.
In this work, we have assumed that the observational noise was bounded; we have addressed the issue of unbounded noise in a companion paper [6] where the Hölder constant parameter L(n) is found as the minimiser of a prediction loss estimator. We also believe that these estimators could also be used to estimate the noise bound if this exists but is unknown a priori.
A final suggestion for future work pertains to the question of speeding up prediction time. In the context of Lipschitz interpolation, Beliakov [3] proposed a way to organise the sample in a treestructure (in lieu to KD-trees utilised in nearest-neighbor search) with the aim to reduce the prediction time to be logarithmic in the sample size. While applicable to our LACKI approach in the batch learning setting, it is not clear to us how this tree structure could be efficiently updated in an online learning setting. Future work could explore avenues of connecting his idea of appealing to notions of generalised nearest-neighbor search to existing efficient approaches of online nearest neighbor search.
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quadrature [2] , interpolation [3, 4] , as well as in the analysis of linear splines for function estimation [12] . Cooper [13, 12] utilises such upper and lower bound functions in a multi-dimensional setting to derive probabilistic PAC-type error bounds [41] for a linear interpolation rule. He assumes the data is sampled uniformly at random on a hypercube domain. This precludes the application of his results to much of our control applications where the data normally is collected along continuous trajectories visited by a controlled plant. Our inference rule is different from his and our guarantees do not rely on distributional assumptions. This of course is important in control settings where the common assumption that the input data was drawn independently from a fixed distribution typically is not met. In this thread of works, perhaps the work that is most closely related to ours is the function interpolation method of Beliakov [3] that is a special case of a kinky inference rule: For a single-output function that is Lipschitz with respect to a special input space norm and where the data is error-free, the authour provides an algorithm that promises logarithmic prediction time. Unfortunately, many of his assumptions are unrealistic in a control setting. And, the improved prediction time is achieved by constructing a data structure from batch data which precludes its use in an online learning setting. However, future work might explore in how far his ideas can be converted into an online learning rule. Furthermore, in learning situations where Beliakov's interpolation method is applicable, our theoretical results extend to his work. For instance, our results show how Lipschitz constant estimation can be harnessed to render his approach a universal approximator.
Other work of relevance can be found in analysis. For instance, Miculescu [28] presents work proving that any continuous function on a metric space is a uniform limit of a sequence of locally Lipschitz functions and also mentions that the stronger statement, that every function is a limit of a sequence of globally Lipschitz functions, is not true in general. However, he cites earlier work [21] that does show that every real-valued continuous function on compact domain is a uniform limit of a sequence of Lipschitz functions. In some sense, our work develops a related statement as a by-product. From our convergence guarantee of the LACKI rule, we have derived constructive method for showing that any continuous function on compact domain is the uniform limit of a sequence of Hölder functions up to an arbitrarily small error.
Finally, in the context of control, Milanese and Novara [29] considered NSM methods for interpolation. For a fixed Lipschitz constant, their prediction rule can be seen as a special case of ours without the B andB parameters and with special choices of metrics. Similar to us, they do consider the problem of estimating the Lipschitz constant from the data and consider bounded noise. However, they obtain the Lipschitz constant estimate via the maximum partial derivative of an arbitrarily chosen fitted parametric model of a bounded input set. And, they give no guarantees on the quality of the resulting estimator that is fitted to the data like this nor do they discuss the impact of the choice of parametric model or the fitting method on the quality of the estimator.
A.1.2 Basic facts and derivations
In preparation of subsequent parts of the work that take advantage of Hölder properties this section will proceed to establish essential prerequisites. The remainder of this section is structured as follows: Firstly, we will go over basic definitions and engage in some preliminary derivations that will be of importance throughout this work. While we do not claim novelty on any of the results we provide proofs for in this section, we had not found them in the literature and hence, had to derive them on our own.
Firstly, we commence with introducing the notions of (pseudo-) metric spaces.
Definition A.1 ((Pseudo-) metrics). Let X be a set. A mapping d X : X 2 → R is called a pseudometric if it positive (∀x, x ∈ X : d X (x, x ) ≥ 0) and satisfies the triangle inequality (∀x, x , x ∈ X : d(x, x ) ≤ d X (x, x ) + d(x , x )). If furthermore the pseudo-metric d is definite (i.e.∀x, x ∈ X X : d X (x, x ) = 0 ⇔ x = x ) then the mapping d is called a metric. The set X endowed with a (pseudo-) metric d X : X 2 → R or the pair (X , d X ) are called (pseudo-) metric space. 
We denote the space of all L-p-Hölder functions by H(L, p).
Hölder functions are known to be uniformly continuous. A special case of importance is the class of L-Lipschitz functions. These are Hölder continuous functions with exponent p = 1. In this context, coefficient L is referred to as Lipschitz constant or Lipschitz number. 8. Let p = 1 (that is we consider the Lipschitz case), let I be convex and d(x, x ) = x − x where · is a norm that induces a sub-multiplicative matrix norm (e.g. all p− norms are valid). f cont. differentiable on I ⇒ L I (f ) ≤ sup x∈I ∇f (x) . For one-dimensional input space, X = R, L I (f ) = sup x∈I |∇f (x)| is the smallest Lipschitz number.
9. Let c ∈ R, f (t) = c, ∀x ∈ I. Then f is Hölder continuous with constant L I (f ) = 0 and for any coefficient p f ∈ R.
10. L I (f 2 ) ≤ 2 L I (f ) sup t∈I f .
With conditions as in 8)
, and input space dimension one, we have ∀q ∈ Q : L I (f q ) = |q| sup τ ∈I |f q−1 (τ )ḟ (τ )|.
